Data is the fuel that drives the digital world, creating opportunity and empowering action. However, most companies operate on technology infrastructures that were never built to handle today’s torrent of data and speed of change.

So the question is... how do you make all these legacy systems into something they were never designed to be? The answer is simple: You don’t. You just fix the data problem.

The future of data

At K2View, we’ve redesigned data for the digital world. We know your business is changing quickly and your data has to keep pace. You don’t have the time or the money to transform your legacy systems. You need a solution that works with your current environment and can produce results fast. That’s why we created K2View Fabric. It’s a robust, 360 Data as a Service (DaaS) platform that liberates data from existing systems and turns it into a dynamic resource that moves at the speed of your business.

Data organized around what matters

The secret to our Fabric platform is the way we organize the data around your central Business Entity. It’s patent-pending, and we call it the Logical Unit. A Logical Unit can be anything - a customer, a product, a store, inventory, a document - whatever matters most to your business. Fabric includes smart tools that quickly retrieve data from virtually any source, organize the data based on defined Logical Units, store it in individually-encrypted micro-databases, and make it easily accessible, in real-time, by any device, application or service via the web services it auto-generates.
A better, faster way

**Speed**
Solutions in weeks, not years. >40% faster time to market.

**Performance**
No stress to current systems. No downtime or performance worries. Cassandra Distributed Data Management for high availability and scalability.

**Security**
Our patent-pending approach to organizing data in individually-encrypted micro-databases virtually eliminates the risk of mass data breach.

**Savings**
One platform, deployed on commodity hardware, with budget-friendly license models. 20% of traditional footprint. 5x throughput.

Power new solutions in just weeks

With your permission, we’d like to blow your mind

All the data you need, the way you need it. In weeks, not years. Sound too good to be true? It’s true anyway. Let us show you. Give us a couple hours of your time, and if you qualify, we’ll invest 2 weeks to show you something you’ve never been able to do before. Just visit [www.k2view.com](http://www.k2view.com) to schedule your FREE Demo.